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lessons overview
Lesson 1: The Parable of the Good Samaritan 1

Lesson 2: The Parable of the Prodigal Son 2

Lesson 3: The Parable of the Sower 3

Lesson 4: Review 4

Lesson 5: The Parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard 5

Lesson 6: The Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus 6

Lesson 7: The Parable of the Ten Virgins 7

Lesson 8: Review 8

Lesson 9: The Parable of the Lost Sheep 9

Lesson 10: The Parable of the Hidden Treasure 10

Lesson 11: The Parable of the Unforgiving Servant 11

Lesson 12: End-of-Term Activities 12

course description

Students will hear and narrate nine of Christ’s parables. They will also 
study eight corresponding pictures by master artists. Home extensions 
offer the option of memorizing one of the parables covered in this 
course.
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complete materials list

for class time
• Chalkboard with chalk or whiteboard with dry erase markers

• Bible

• note Two translations of the Bible passages are provided in the Bible Picture 

Portfolio book, but it can be helpful for students to see you read the parables 

directly from the Bible.

• Bible Picture Portfolio: Parables (Order one copy for the teacher.)

• (optional) Map of Palestine in the Time of Christ

• A handful of paper confetti

• (optional) A small vacuum

• Art supplies (crayons, felt-tip markers, colored pencils) and paper

• A small coin

• A dollar

• A picture of a family

for home extensions
• Bible

• (optional) Bible Picture Portfolio: Parables set of extra prints (Order one set for each 

family.)

note If the class is large, you may want to order extra prints, so the 

students can see the pictures more easily. You may either keep the 

sets of extra prints at your class location during the term or have 

families bring their sets of extra prints to each class time. Families 

may then keep their prints at the end of the term.
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lesson 1: The Parable of the Good 
samaritan

materials needed
• Chalkboard or whiteboard

• (optional) Map of Palestine in the Time of Christ

• Bible

• Bible Picture Portfolio: Parables

Introduction / 5 minutes
Write “parable” on the board. Ask students if they can tell you what a 
parable is.

Explain or confirm that a parable is a simple story that Jesus used to 
illustrate a spiritual lesson. Another definition is “an earthly story with a 
heavenly meaning.”

Explain that students will be studying several parables this term, and 
the first is the Parable of the Good Samaritan.

Explain that Samaria was right next door to Judea, just as your state or 
province is next door to another state or province. (Help students locate 
Samaria and Judea on a map of Palestine in the time of Christ if you 
have one.) Explain that most Jews hated the people who were from 
Samaria, because Samaritans were only part-Jew.

Presentation / 15 minutes
Encourage students to listen closely as you read the parable. Follow the 
steps outlined in the Bible Picture Portfolio: Parables book on pages 
10–12.

home extension: Help your student memorize Luke 10:30–37, the 
Parable of the Good Samaritan, during this term. Use the Bible 
translation of your choice.

note An easy way to help your student learn the passage is to read 

it aloud once each day and invite your student to join in on the parts 

he knows. As he hears the passage repeated over the days, he will 

be able to join in on more and more of it until he can recite the entire 

parable.

date

tip If you do not have a 

chalkboard or whiteboard, 

use a sheet of poster board 

and a felt-tip marker.

tip A complete list of 

Home Extensions for this 

course can be found on 

pages 15 and 16 in this 

guide. You may want to 

copy and distribute those 

pages to the parents of 

your students.
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